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no appeal to patriotism such as so often serves to excuse silliness
in the history of the Republic avails here. The plain fact was
that a system capable of making such an exhibition of itself was
hardly worth saving, and having deteriorated to the point of
dissolution should not have been saved. If there was one fact
clear it was that the Socialists should have left the government;
so clear an assertion of democratic principle would have atoned for
any complication that might follow, and the truth is there was no
reason at all to anticipate complication as events were to show.
The measure of the deterioration is seen by the fact that every-
one was satisfied; the criticism in the party press except in certain
independent Socialist papers was merely carping attempt to make
party capital out of an incident which obviously was not held
to be abnormal. The Socialist party had carried its opposition
to the test of a division and had been beaten, and felt that it had
done all that was needful; it had asserted its rights and was satis-
fied; the Nationalists having snubbed Hugenberg were satisfied;
Hugenberg having humiliated the government was satisfied; the
President—the naval programme saved, and a cabinet crisis averted
—was satisfied. Three days before, the tenth anniversary of the
Republic had been celebrated. Mueller, as chancellor, in a message
to the nation had declared that all men—himself presumably
included—stood "amazed at the greatness of the achievement";
he had been better employed standing amazed at what, after ten
years, republicans still believed was an almost perfect system of
parliamentary democracy.
Extraordinary as it may seem, this sorry farce disturbed Strese-
mann far less than its sequel. Universal satisfaction cleared the
air and the new reparations issue took up the whole stage without
a competitor. It was even complacently assumed that the whole
farce had been staged to give satisfaction and that everyone had
acted as a true patriot. The cabinet, to all appearances brought
to the extreme of degradation, was to pass from being the feeblest
to being for a few months at least the strongest in the history
of the Republic. The battle joined by Stresemann's demarche in
October, it became urgently necessary to transform the two-party
cabinet into a national government. A half-hearted attempt was

